
Catch1Partner Input...

may be written questions

 steps

Students mingle and find partners (preferably from other teams).1
Partner A poses his/her question.2
Partner B answers.3
Partner A praises, thanks or or helps.4
Partners switch roles.5
Partners swap materials (Optional).6
Partners bid farewell and proceed from 1.7

made by students

based on homework /prep
correlate answers and discuss differences
read aloud written assignment
students who didn't do the homework get a chance to sit and do it in class

or solve "on the fly...."

prepared during lesson

five things I learned from the material
one thing I don't understand about the material is... can 

you help?
some quiz questions about the material WITH answers 

on other side

"permanent flash cards"
which are stored in class and 
hold key concepts applicable 
throughout a full term, year or 
project

great for that "rote learning" of important dates in British history

pick up these for evaluation and 
learn- remember to have 
students write their names on the 
cards

made by teachers to point attention to specific topics

which can be swapped
weak students pick up new learning with each 
card and pass this on when coaching and 
rephrasing answers taken from stronger 
students

all allow free switching of partners when they're ready- no need 
to wait for or slower learners

may be oral questions

 steps

Students mingle, put their hand up and find partners (preferably from other teams).1
Teacher poses a question or presents a task2
Partners may:3 freely discuss the question 3.1

take turns presenting a solution*3.2
When prompted, partners bid farewell, proceed from 1.4

by teacher

on smartboard
butcher paper
orally
prepared before class

made up on the fly

which gives the teacher a chance to respond and 
interact with the situation:
1. specific trends in thinking may be followed and 

strengthened on the fly
2. teacher-learner interaction on an unseen level

3. teacher may correct or direct attention to problems 
via leading questions

basing questions 
on the answers 
picked up by 
listening to pairs 
has important 
benefits

4. teacher may explore the students' own 
thoughts on the topic that s/he did not 

previously think of
5. synergy

do demand CONTROLLED switching of partners i.e. teacher must start and stop talking and partner-
searching using

music being played while milling around
quiet signal
bell
etc.

Needs learner 
awareness of paying 
attention when 
instructions are given

by students allows students to circulate and process questions and information

John just asked me....., do you know the answer?
I just spoke to Fiona and Ahmed, I want to share some 
of their thoughts with you
...confirm it? This cropped up,can you elaborate on it...?

ICQ (Instruction Checking Questions)
See eCL#3 at cooperativelearning.works

Ideas

for follow-up

writing exercises
individually, write a summary of everything you 
discussed on the floor

... teacher collects all these notes after lesson for evaluation
...or students keep as notes

oral exercises

who discussed this question and what did you come up with
discuss in teams what you learned 

Bobby, share what you learned with the class 
obviously picked for their 
interesting views, culled in 
unobtrusive monitoring

 for social skills training
apart from strengthened cohesion arising 
from interaction across the class, social 
skills training may be enhanced actively

using flashcards with

social skills questions
pictures of social situations to be discussed 

personal questions
positive phrases How are you doing today

etc.

split class into smaller sub-groups

speed up card rotation to promote rote learning

differentiate learning materials
levelling
content

areas of learning
e.g. social skills for 
10 pupils, grammer 
for the other 18

isolate SEND students

Partnering up

May follow rules such as 

Avoid people from your home team/table (if applicable)(good general rule)
Only gender mixing 

No gender mixing
Closest to you

Not a close friend
Someone you did not play with during break
Someone you have not yet spoken to today

operate in sub-units may be used for differentiationlevelling
areas of learning

NB: smaller groups will speed up rote card circulation

May be teacher controlled

by giving students numbers 1-4:
Even and uneven numbers pair up

Pair up with a same number learner
Even pair with even, uneven with uneven

Alternative 
Cooperative 

Learning 
Interaction 
Pattern:  
Carousel 

Outside circle steps one partner to 
the side on teacher prompt

students form two concentric 
circles facing each other, outer 
circle takes one step to the 
right to get a new partner

ensures nobody is left/kept out or "hiding"
classbuilding

 meet all classmates, not just friends

Or may just be free choice of partner observe free social interaction
off-task behaviour such as chit-chat with friends while "musing over material "

if there is an irregular number of studentsteacher steps in as a studentloose monitoring of class
two students are "twinned"- preferably a strong and a weak student

Miscellaneous

Any questioning 
techniques in use in you 
school should be 
integrated

the off-task behaviour is by far outweighed by

free observation of student interaction
the noisy off-task students drown in the general melee

or may be allocate to sub-groups,disturbing only each other
timid students benefit by one-to-one interaction

even if the students only apply themselves 50% of the 
time, it's 100% more than when they stare out of the 
window at their desks

See eCL#1 at cooperativelearning.works

Student hold up 1-2-3-4 
fingers to show their 
number

This mindmap organises the simple and effective Cooperative Learning Interaction Pattern "Catch1Partner" 
From the blog

go to cooperativelearning.works/ecl

Some articles of interest:
“Outstandingly Simple”follow-up; an introduction to 
Cooperative learning - (specifically Catch1Partner)

Deconstructing the Progressive-Traditional Dichotomy; a note to Mr Peal
New head, fresh eyes; a critical outsider’s look at Cooperative Learning

werdelin.co.uk

Legend
Risks
Benefits
Social Skills

statement by teacher or student

as opposed to

but
or

E.g. what "Catch1Partner" looks like in class using flashcards, individual work, etc.


